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ABSTRACT
Detailed simulations of viscous flows in complicated geometries pose a significant challenge
to current capabilities of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). To enable routine applica-
tion of CFD to this class of problems, advanced methodologies are required that employ (a)
automated grid generation, (b) adaptivity, (c) accurate discretizations and efficient solvers,
and (d) advanced software techniques. Each of these ingredients contributes to increased ac-
curacy, efficiency (in terms of human effort and computer time), and/or reliability of CFD
software. In the long run, methodologies employing structured grid systems will remain a
viable choice for routine simulation of flows in complex geometries only if genuinely automatic
grid generation techniques for structured grids can be developed and if adaptivity is employed
more routinely. More research in both these areas is urgently needed.
INTRODUCTION
Computer technology and algorithms for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) have developed
to a point where CFD is now used routinely in the study of engineering and prototype flows. The
purpose of using CFD is to give concrete predictions of specific data, such as surface pressure dis-
tributions or heat transfer, and to enhance understanding of the characteristics of the flows. Un-
fortunately, current methodologies and software lack the desired accuracy and efficiency for routine
application to complicated viscous flows in complex geometries such as internal cooling passages of
turbine blades. For these flows, large human effort and computing time are typically required to ar-
rive at acceptable solutions. When structured grids are used in simulations, the process of arriving
at a final solution often involves first, a considerable effort in generating an initial grid system and,
thereafter, an iterative process involving obtaining a solution on the given grid, evaluating the solu-
tion, and refining or otherwise modifying the grid in preparation for computing another solution to
the same problem.
Because of the large human effort needed in the past to generate high quality structured grids,
many, whose interest is in the simulation of flows in complex geometries, have looked towards un-
structured grids (mainly triangles in two dimensions, prisms and tetrahedra in three dimensions) to
model the complicated geometries. Unstructured grids offer all the flexibility needed to model com-
plicated geometries, and the grid generation process for unstructured grids is far more automated
than that for structured grids. Also, algorithms for adapting unstructured grids to computed solu-
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tions, for examplethroughlocalmeshrefinement,arewelldeveloped(seee.g.,Ref 1). Theseadvan-
tageshaveled manyto believethat unstructuredgridsarethebest for usein simulationsof flows
in complexgeometries.However,unstructuredgridsalsohavedisadvantages,uchaslargemem-
ory requirementsand/or largecomputingtime (CPUtime) requirements.Additionally,generating
high-qualityunstructuredgridsfor highReynoldsnumberflowshasprovendifficult althoughrecent
progresshasbeenmade(seee.g.,Ref. 2-4).
Dueto difficultieslike thosementionedabove,high-fidelitysimulationsof viscousflowsin com-
plex geometriestill posea considerablechallengewhetherstructuredgridsor unstructuredareused.
If the difficultiescanbeovercomethroughimprovedsoftwareandsolutionmethodology,onecanuse
existingcomputingresourcesto tacklebiggerandmorecomplicatedproblemsthancannowbehan-
dled,and makemoreroutinethe simulationof flowsnowanalyzedonlywith greatdifficulty. For
organizationsemployingCFD, this translatesinto economicsavingsthroughbetter useof manpower
andcomputingequipment.In this paper,anadvancedCFDmethodologyis outlinedthat will over-
comeat leastsomeof the difficultiesrelatedto the useof structuredgrids. Theideasbehindthe
methodologyarenot necessarilynewbut they arerarelyput forwardin a systematicwayasdone
here. In the nextsection,the ingredientsin methodologyarediscussedin generaltermsthat apply
independentof grid structure. Followingthe generaldescription,the roleof grid structureis dis-
cussedanda specificstrategyfor structuredgridsis laid out. Thepaperendswith ashortsummary.
METHODOLOGY
The thesisof this paperis that in orderto optimizetheuseof humanandcomputingresources,
anymethodologyfor simulatingflowsin complex geometries needs certain "ingredients." These in-
gredients are
(a) automated grid generation,
(b) adaptivity,
(c) accurate discretizations of the governing equations and efficient solvers,
(d) advanced software techniques.
All these ingredients or components contribute to the effectiveness and reliability of the software
used for flow simulation. The importance of each is discussed below. A diagram showing the impact
of integrating the components in a single methodology is shown in Fig. 1.
Automated grid generation is now recognized as an important step towards an effective sinmla-
tion methodology. It reduces the human effort needed to generate grids for complicated geometries
and can significantly cut the total time needed to arrive at acceptable solutions. In the past, the
time needed to generate a structured grid for a complicated geometry was often an order of mag-
nitude greater than the time needed to compute a solution. Today, this may still be true although
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new grid generation methods and improved graphical user interface with the grid generation soft-
ware have remedied this problem somewhat. Grid generation methods for unstructured grids are
typically much more automated than for structured grids. For instance, advancing front techniques
for generation of triangular and tetrahedra meshes allow grids for very complicated geometries to be
generated quickly (in a matter of hours or even minutes) with little human intervention. 5-7 Genera-
tion of unstructured Cartesian grids is even more automated and can be completed in minutes. 8
Adaptivity--i.e., automatically adjusting mesh resolution (h-refinement) or order of accuracy
of the discretization (p-refinement) in response to the computed solution--can also bring important
improvements to the overall solution process. The improvements include enhanced accuracy of the
computed solutions, reduced computational effort, and reduced human effort. Accuracy is enhanced
through improved resolution of important flow features, even when it is not known beforehand where
these flow features are located. Computational effort is reduced as adaptivity allows appropriate res-
olution to be used everywhere in the flow field, e.g., adaptive local mesh refinement produces fine
grids only where they are needed leaving appropriately coarser grids elsewhere. Possibly the great-
est benefit of adaptivity is the reduction or even elimination of the iterative process that typifies the
present use of CFD for complex flows, where a user, iteratively, computes a solution on a given grid,
evaluates the solution with respect to accuracy, and then modifies the grid "manually" in prepara-
tion for computing a new solution to the same problem. Adaptivity takes on added importance with
increasing demands for accurate solutions and for concrete error estimation for the computed so-
lutions. The increased demands for accuracy are evident, for example, in new editorial policies by
professional journals such as the Journal of Fluids Engineering. 9
The need for good discretizations and efficient solvers for flows in complex geometries is self ex-
planatory in the light of the large number of grid points needed for high fidelity simulations of such
flows. However, it is important to note that memory requirements of the flow solvers is also an issue
for problems involving a large number of grid points. The memory required by a flow solver is often
what limits the size of the problems that can realistically be tackled using that particular flow solver
on a particular computer.
The need for advanced software techniques arises inevitably as the increased automation of the
solution procedures and increased use of advanced solution algorithms makes the CFD software
more and more complicated. Increased generality of the software and improved user interface only
add to the complexity. Consequently, the software must be carefully and systematically developed to
ensure bug-free codes and reliable operation. Advanced software techniques, such as object oriented
programming is one way to achieve this. Modern programming languages that support object ori-
ented programming include C++, which supports object oriented programming without sacrificing
efficiency. 10 The new FORTRAN90 programming language also has some support for object oriented
program design. Object oriented programming techniques enhance the modularity, reliability and
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maintainability of computer codes, and contribute to the development of bug-free modules. They are
already in use for development of CFD codes (see e.g., Ref. 11, 12).
When all are combined, the ingredients discussed above can significantly enhance the capabili-
ties of CFD software and widen the range of applications that can be tackled on a given computing
platform. The results that are obtained will also be more reliable and the power of CFD can more
easily be exploited by users who are not experts in CFD or fluid mechanics.
STRUCTURED GRIDS FOR COMPLICATED GEOMETRIES
To a varying degree of sophistication, current CFD software makes use of some or all of the in-
gredients of the ideal methodology described in the previous section. With respect to automation of
the grid generation and adaptivity, CFD methodologies employing unstructured grids come closest
to the ideal. However, a persistent drawback of CFD codes employing unstructured grids is a large
memory requirement. Due to lack of structure in the grids, information about connectivity between
cells or nodes in the grid needs to be stored. Also coefficients related to reconstruction of the solu-
tion based on cell average values are stored in many codes. A total storage of about 180 double pre-
cision variables (over 1400 bytes) per solution element (e.g., cells in cell-centered schemes) appears
to be typical for flow solvers capable of simulating three-dimensional viscous flows (see e.g., Ref. 13,
14). In comparison, codes employing structured grids typicMly require between 45 and 70 double
precision variables per solution element. Thus simply from the perspective of storage requirements,
structured grids are preferable to unstructured grids for problems requiring high resolution of the
flow field since they allow larger problems to be tackled on a given computer.
In addition to requiring less memory, structured grids offer other advantages. First, due to the
regularity of the grid structure, various efficient schemes based on dimensional splitting can be ap-
plied on structured grids. For instance, ADI schemes and line-Gauss-Seidel methods can be used
effectively for implicit discretizations. Also due to the regularity of the grid structure, multigrid
schemes can be applied in a straightforward manner on structured grids to accelerate convergence
to steady state or to speed up the resolution of systems of equations arising from implicit discretiza-
tions. Finally, structured body fitted grids are well suited for simulations of viscous flows due to
good resolution of boundary layer regions.
Based on the considerations touched upon above, structured grids appear at the present time
to be better suited than unstructured grids for simulation of complex flows requiring high resolution
of the flow field. However, three questions arise immediately: First, can efficient structured grids
be generated for very complicated geometries? Second, can the generation of structured grids be
automated to the extent needed? Finally, can adaptivity be implemented in an effective manner?
If the answer to any of these questions is negative then structured grids will in the long run only
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beusefulfor a very limited classof flowproblems.Thefirst two questionswill beaddressedin the
remainderof this section.The lastquestionwill addressedin thenext section.
Efficient Structured Grids for Complicatedgeometries
The first questionto beansweredregardingtheuseof structuredgridsiswhetherefficient struc-
tured grids can be generated for very complicated geometries. This question is best addressed by
posing it as two questions, namely for how complicated a geometry can a high quality structured
grid be generated and when are the grids efficient?
A number of strategies have been devised to generate structured grids for complicated geome-
tries. Two main approaches are to use "multiblock" grids (continuous block-structured body-fitted
grid systems) and "Chimera" grids. 15 Multiblock grids are generated by "carving up" the flow do-
main into multiple zones or blocks of reasonable size and shape such that a continuous grid can be
generated for the entire domain. In contrast, Chimera grids are created by independently generating
simple body-fitted grids around different components of a geometry, allowing the component grids to
overlap in an arbitrary manner. Multiblock grids have the greatest degree of continuity of all block
structured grids while Chimera grids have the least. A number of alternative structures have been
devised that, in terms of continuity across blocks boundaries, fall in between the two main struc-
tures.
The advantage of using Chimera grids is that such grids can be generated for almost any geom-
etry. In fact, the flexibility of Chimera grids closely approaches that of unstructured grids. Further-
more, grid generation effort is greatly simplified since the geometry can be broken up into compo-
nents for which simple, high quality grids can be generated. A disadvantage is that the flow solver
must deal with the arbitrary overlap between grids. In a sense, the difficulty in dealing with the
complicated geometry has been postponed from the grid generation stage to the flow-simulation
stage. Often, the interpolation needed to transfer data between component grids leads to noticeable
glitches in the computed solutions. Recently, new approaches have been proposed that promise to to
improve the communication between grids. One is to replace the region of overlap with an unstruc-
tured grid (DRAGON grids, see Ref. 16). Another is to eliminate the overlap region from one of two
overlapping grids and to enforce flux conservation at the surface (curve in two dimensions) of inter-
section between the two blocks. 17 Commercial grid generators such as ICEM-CFD 18 and Gridgen 19
are well suited for generating Chimera grids. A number of flow solvers are designed to use Chimera
grids, including OVERFLOW (developed at NASA Ames Research Center) and CFL3D (developed
at NASA Langley Research Center).
The advantage of multiblock grid systems is the high degree of continuity in the entire grid sys-
tem. In high quality multiblock grids, grid lines are at least C 1 continuous across block boundaries
(except at certain singular points in the grids). Consequently, implementation of schemes for multi-
block grids in flow solvers is relatively straightforward and block-boundaries become transparent
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to the solver.Forinstance,higher-orderaccuratefinitevolumediscretizationscanbe implemented
without lossin accuracyat blockboundaries.Thedisadvantageof multiblockgridsis that it has
traditionally beenconsiderablyharderto generatehigh-qualitymultiblockgridsthan almostany
other type of grid system.Recently,however,newmethods20-22andcommercialsoftware23have
becomeavailablethat goalongwaytowardsmakingmultiblockgridscompetitivewith Chimera
grids,both in termsof humaneffort in grid generationandin termsof capabilityto handlecom-
plicated geometries. A sample grid multiblock grid system generated by the commercially available
GridPro 23 is shown in Fig. 2 and 3. The strength of this particular software package is that the only
input required, in addition to the geometry itself, is the topological structure of the grid system. Ex-
act specification of block interfaces is not needed. Flow solvers designed to use multiblock grids in-
clude TLNS-MB 24 and TRAF3D.MB. 25
Whether a structured grid for a complicated geometry will be efficient must be answered on a
case by case basis since the answer depends not only on the geometry but also on the resolution that
is required. To be efficient, each grid block should have at least few hundred nodes or cells (in three-
dimensions). Otherwise, too much memory and computer-time overhead will be involved in commu-
nicating data between blocks. In general, if high-fidelity simulations of viscous flows are planned,
the grid spacing required for accuracy of the solution will be orders of magnitude smaller than the
physical size of the blocks used in a multiblock or Chimera grid system to resolve the features of the
geometry. In most such cases then, efficient structured grids can be generated.
Automation of Grid Generation
The second question to be answered regarding the use of structured grids was whether the grid
generation can be automated. Unfortunately, up to this point little effort has gone into developing
truly automatic algorithms for generation of structured grids. It is therefore premature to judge
whether effective algorithms can be developed. However, some recent work has been published on
automatic generation of multiblock grids for two-dimensional geometries. In particular, Shoenfeld
and Weinerfelt 26 devised an algorithm based on an advancing front technique. This same technique
can be used to generate an initial topology of a grid system while other techniques can be used to
optimize the grid for that particular block structure. It therefore appears likely that automatic tech-
niques can be developed that work for two-dimensional geometries. For three-dimensional geome-
tries, other techniques based for instance on feature recognition may need to be used.
MESH REFINEMENT IN STRUCTURED GRIDS
The third and last question related to the use of structured grids in simulations of complex flows
was whether adaptivity could be effectively implemented for structured grids. As discussed earlier,
the objective of using adaptivity in flow simulations is twofold. First, to ensure that without human
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intervention all important features of the flow are captured to the desired level of accuracy, and sec-
ond, to minimize the computational effort required to achieve the desired accuracy. Two approaches
have been used to implement adaptivity in finite volume schemes. The first is to move grid points in
the grid system towards regions where higher resolution is needed, leaving coarser grids elsewhere.
The second approach is to locally refine the mesh where higher resolution is needed by adding points
(local Adaptive Mesh Refinement or AMR). The moving mesh approach can be used to maximize
the accuracy of a solution computed on a grid with a fixed number of nodes; in a sense, maximiz-
ing accuracy for a given cost. When used in structured grids it has the limitation that grid points
can only move a certain amount before grid quality (smoothness and orthogonality) degrades and
begins to counteract the advantages of increased resolution. Adaptive mesh refinement has no such
limitation and multiple levels of refinement can be used to achieve the desired accuracy (within the
limits of applied models such as turbulence models, etc.). Thus, AMR offers the needed flexibility to
automate adaptivity in the solution process.
To be compatible with the use of structured grids, an AMR algorithm should allow the flow
solver to take full advantage of the strengths of structured grid systems, including efficient solution
algorithms for implicit discretizations, various schemes based on dimensional splitting, and multigrid
schemes. In essence, this means that the algorithm should use a block structure for the refined grid.
To date, only a few methodologies of this nature have been proposed. One of the earliest was the
method of Berger and Oliger. 27 In their method, the refined grids are allowed to overlay the under-
lying coarse grids in an arbitrary manner. The blocks of the refined grids are constructed in physical
space based on the shape and size of the region to be refined. The resulting grids tend to align with
discontinuities and other features that determine the shape and size of the region.
Building on the work of Berger and Oliger, Berger and Colella 2s devised a methodology in which
the refined grids conform with the coarse grids, i.e., the boundaries of the fine-grid blocks are made
to coincide with grid lines of the coarse grid. In this method, the block structure for the refined
grids is created using a special algorithm that fits topologically rectangular patches over the regions
of the coarse grids where the estimated error in the solution is above a specified threshold value.
The blocks of the refined grids are then created by subdividing the coarse grid cells within each of
the patches. Advantages of the new approach include greatly simplified prolongation and restriction
operators for transferring data between a coarse grid and a refined grid, and that conservation at
interfaces between coarse and fine grids can be enforced in a rigorous manner. This approach has
been used extensively for Cartesian grids (see e.g., Ref 29, 30). Efforts to implement the algorithm
in structured grids, including Chimera grids, are ongoing, al,32
A third AMR algorithm, proposed by Davis and Dannenhoffer 33, also involves creating the fine
grids by subdividing cells on the coarser grid. In this approach, however, the entire structured grid
system is divided up into a priori defined sub-blocks of uniform size and dimensions. During adapta-
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tion, eachsub-blockis refinedeitherin its entiretyor not at all. In a recursivemanner,a sub-block
that hasbeenrefinedis itself dividedinto sub-blocks,eachof whichcanbe refined.In the algorithm
of Davisand Dannenhoffer,directionalrefinementis used,i.e.,the grid canbe refinedin one,twoor
threedirectionsat a time asdesired.
To demonstratethe feasibilityof usingAMR in structuredgrids,resultsobtainedusingAMR in
simulationof a two-dimensionalinviscidtransonicflowovera NACA0012airfoil areshownin Fig. 4.
The AMR algorithmusedis that of BergerandColella.27Theadaptationof thealgorithmto struc-
tured gridsisdescribedin Ref. 31. Thediscretizationusedfor the governingequationsis alsode-
scribedin Ref. 31. The solutionshownin Fig. 4 wascomputedusingthreelevelsof refinementwith
a refinementratio of two. Thedimensionsof theoriginalcoarsegrid aroundthe NACA airfoil were
32x 96. Only about20%wererefinedthreetimes(to the finestlevel). Accordingto availabledata1
the error in the solutionis minimal,lessthan2%asmeasuredby the locationof the normalshock
behindthe airfoil.
Basedon the abovereviewof AMR methodsfor structuredgrids,it is fair to saythat the abil-
ity to usesolution-adaptivemeshrefinemento implementadaptivity in structuredgridshasbeen
demonstrated.Nonetheless,furtherdemonstrationsmaybeneeded,particularlyfor three-dimen-
sionalflowsandfor multiblockgrid systems.Hereit is appropriateto point out that implementing
AMR in ageneralpurposeflowsolverrequirescarefulprogrammingandthe useof a modernpro-
gramminglanguage.In fact,dueto limitationsof FORTRAN77,relatedto dynamicmemoryallo-
cationandadvanceddatastructures,it maybe impossibleto write in that languagea practicalgen-
eralpurposeflowsolverthat makesuseof AMR. Onecanspeculatethat it is preciselybecauseof
the limitation of that otherwiseeffectiveprogramminglanguagefor scientificcomputingthat useof
AMR for structuredgridsis not alreadymorewidespread.
SUMMARY
In orderto optimizethe useof humanandcomputing resources, any methodology for simulating
flows in complex geometries needs the following ingredients: (a) automated grid generation,(b) adap-
tivity, (c) accurate discretizations and efficient solvers, and (d) advanced software techniques. For
simulations of viscous flows in complicated geometries or other flows requiring high resolution of the
flow field, structured grid systems offer clear advantages over unstructured grids due to less memory
usage and efficient flow-solver technology. However, in terms of automation of grid generation and
adaptivity, methodologies employing structured grids trail those using unstructured grids.
In the long run, structured grids will remain a viable choice for routine simulations of flows in
complicated geometries only if sufficiently efficient automatic grid generation techniques for struc-
tured grids are developed and only if adaptivity is employed in the solution methodology. At the
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present time, automatic grid generation methods for two-dimensional geometries may be on the hori-
zon and adaptivity based on local adaptive mesh refinement schemes that are compatible with the
use of structured grids have been demonstrated or are under development. More research is urgently
needed in both areas.
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Figure 1 --- Ingredients and impact of an advanced methodology for simulation of viscous flows in
complicated geometries
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Figure 4. Transonic flow over a NACA0012 airfoil (M = 0.95); (a) adapted structured grid system,
(b) contours of Math number.
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